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Eric Pearl teaches a type of energy healing which is a reconnection that takes place between the spirit or higher consciousness of the person and God (or the Universe). Numerous researchers and doctors at hospitals and universities worldwide (including Jackson Memorial Hospital, UCLA, Cedars Sinai, V.A. Hospital University of Miami Medical School, and the University of Arizona where he addressed physicians at the request of Dr. Andrew Weil) have witnessed these healings and attended his seminars. Research programs are currently underway at many of these hospitals and universities. Dr. Gary Schwartz at the University of Arizona is doing multiple studies, measuring and evaluating what it is that seems to be coming from his hands, using equipment such as gamma radiation detectors, random event generators etc. His patients have reported miraculous healings from cancers, chronic fatigue syndrome, birth disfigurements, cerebral palsy, AIDS-related diseases and other serious afflictions.

These healings have been documented in six books to date including Eric's own best-selling book The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal Yourself. His book has been praised by Deepak Chopra, Christiane Northrup, Mona Lisa Schulz and Lee Carroll (Kryon series and Indigo Children). Recognized internationally, Eric Pearl has appeared on The Leeza Show, Sally Jessy Raphael, Art Bell, The Other Side, America's Health Network, FOX TV with Drs. Andrew Weil and Dean Ornish, and numerous news programs. Dr. Pearl now acknowledges this as a gift that he can share and teach to others. See www.drericpearl.com

Someone attending this conference wanted to know what is the source of this healing energy? It comes from God, Love, Universe, Source, Creator, the Source of Oneness in the universe, that is where it is from. I was nervous when the healing started happening. I have been a chiropractor for twelve years. I went home in my twelfth year of practice on a Friday thinking I was a chiropractor. I came back Monday thinking I was something else, Lord knows what. My palms blistered several times and bled and people started having bones untwist and vision return and getting up out of wheelchairs. Not all of them, but some of them. It is like, "This has got to be a dream. Where is this coming from?" Because no one left me a book of instructions. Is it coming through Jesus? I certainly hope so, and I hope it is coming through all the other wonderful masters in the world, too, but if I know it is coming from God, who am I to tell God what wrapping paper I will be happy to accept his or her gift in. If God says, "Moses, or Mohammed, I want you to deliver this gift to Sarah Jane" and Sara Jane says, "I am so sorry, God, but what is this wrapped in, I expected it to be in Jesus paper." There is a gift here. Take it.

Anything that I can do you can do as well through learning to listen with another sense. People would come to me and say, "Can you teach healing?" And I said, "Teach it? I don't even know
how this is happening. How am I going to teach it?” And I didn't try to teach it until more and more people who had come for private sessions started calling my office and saying, “You know, and I got home and my lamp, my computer, my television started turning itself on and off and on and off and I felt sensations coming out of my hands and I helped my mother and my father, my sister, and my vision returned. And I realized that somehow this gift was being communicated to others. So I still understand quite clearly that I can't teach healing. Healing is a gift and it can be shared, just like a flame can ignite a flame.

I learned that you have got to stop looking outward for answers and look within. We have to stop being in expectation and move into expectancy. Expectancy allows us to receive all that is wonderful because of the level at which we vibrate, which is light, and anything denser than light falls off. You can't throw mud up into a beam of light and make the light dirty because it is vibrating at too high a level. That is expectancy. Expectation is the form in which we expect something to come.

We listen with our ears and with our mind. We are the only animals on the planet who try to outthink our gut. Listening isn't just with the ears. You can listen with your presence, with your being. I teach how to listen with your body, listening through the hands from the healing, from what comes through as I teach it and communicate this gift to others to be able to heal. But we don't always know how to recognize what we have not yet been exposed to. We don't always see things we haven't been shown that we can see, or hear things we haven't been shown that we can hear. One basic example of that is the famous study with tiger cubs that were separated into two groups. One was raised in an environment with only horizontal lines and planes like bookshelves, ledges. The other group was raised in an environment with only vertical lines, like table and chair legs. When they were both released out into the real world, the ones raised with only the vertical lines bumped into horizontal objects, and the ones raised with only horizontal lines bumped into table and chair legs. They didn't see it; they had to be taught that that it exists.

That is what we do also when we share this gift. It is learning to find, to feel and to listen with another sense; listen with our bodies. When we want to know how to make a decision, sometimes it is best not to think it out. Close your eyes; tune into who you are, and usually the answer that makes you feel the best right here in your stomach or your heart is the correct answer.

**DEMONSTRATION:** For one moment let your hands relax wherever you want, on your lap, on your palms and just close your eyes for a moment and listen with your hands, with the feeling. You may feel a pushing or pulling, a coolness or warmth, hot, cold, wet dry all at once and you may notice as the sensation moves, it start to travel. The room in here is very high energy already. It should be very easy to feel this on different levels. But just let yourself find what you find. It may float up to your forearms; you may start to feel it in your feet, or legs. The more you feel, the more you notice; the more you notice the more you feel. You are the observer and the observed. Simply observe. Don't try to do anything to make it more. Don't go to any places where you try to create - just let go and notice. Step out, even step behind yourself and watch yourself doing this. Feel. It is listening with another sense. The more you listen the more you hear. Pretty soon everything starts to tune out. And it takes over your system and your essence, and let yourself know that you are here in a state of expectancy wondering what might come about from this, instead of directing what you want to come from this. Because in that state of expectancy, the healing that is most appropriate will come from this but not necessarily the healing you plan on. The healing that is most appropriate for us isn't always directed
outward. Sometimes it is directed out towards others and places and beings, but sometimes it is directed to just notice and be willing to accept, because in accepting the healing in whatever form, without judgment, comes for you. We become simply better, and in our betterment and our evolution, we have the opportunity to allow the universe to be a reflection of who we are.

One of the greatest gifts that has altered my life and brought me to where I am right now actually came through Dr. Hurtak's work, the *Axiotonal Lines*. Axial meaning pattern angles. Tonal means sound. Sound doesn't always mean audible. Yet it is always a connection, colour, light, sound. In summary, it is very important that we listen. It is time that we not only are heard but that we hear.
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